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abstract

PURPOSE After risk-reducing salpingo-oophorectomy (RRSO), BRCA1/2 pathogenic variant (PV) carriers have a
residual risk to develop peritoneal carcinomatosis (PC). The etiology of PC is not yet clarified, but may be related
to serous tubal intraepithelial carcinoma (STIC), the postulated origin for high-grade serous cancer. In this
systematic review and individual patient data meta-analysis, we investigate the risk of PC in women with and
without STIC at RRSO.

METHODS Unpublished data from three centers were supplemented by studies identified in a systematic review
of EMBASE, MEDLINE, and the Cochrane library describing women with a BRCA-PV with and without STIC at
RRSO until September 2020. Primary outcome was the hazard ratio for the risk of PC betweenBRCA-PV carriers
with and without STIC at RRSO, and the corresponding 5- and 10-year risks. Primary analysis was based on a
one-stage Cox proportional-hazards regression with a frailty term for study.

RESULTS From 17 studies, individual patient data were available for 3,121 women, of whom 115 had a STIC at
RRSO. The estimated hazard ratio to develop PC during follow-up in women with STIC was 33.9 (95% CI, 15.6 to
73.9), P, .001) compared with womenwithout STIC. For womenwith STIC, the five- and ten-year risks to develop
PC were 10.5% (95% CI, 6.2 to 17.2) and 27.5% (95% CI, 15.6 to 43.9), respectively, whereas the corresponding
risks were 0.3% (95% CI, 0.2 to 0.6) and 0.9% (95% CI, 0.6 to 1.4) for women without STIC at RRSO.

CONCLUSION BRCA-PV carriers with STIC at RRSO have a strongly increased risk to develop PC which increases
over time, although current data are limited by small numbers of events.

J Clin Oncol 40:1879-1891. © 2022 by American Society of Clinical Oncology

INTRODUCTION

Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) is the most lethal gy-
necologic cancer with a 5-year survival rate of 47%.1

Women in the general population have a lifetime risk of
1.3% to develop EOC, but this risk is, on average, 44%
(95% CI, 36 to 53) for women with a BRCA1 and 17%
(95% CI, 11 to 25) for women with a BRCA2 patho-
genic variant (PV) up to age 80 years.2 Surveillance
with ultrasound and/or cancer antigen 125 showed to
be ineffective in the early diagnosis of EOC for normal-
risk postmenopausal women,3-7 although less data are
available for younger high-risk women.8 Timely risk-
reducing salpingo-oophorectomy (RRSO) is the most
effective method of prevention, reducing EOC risk up
to 96%.9-11 To optimize risk-reduction, BRCA1/2-PV
carriers are advised to undergo RRSO at the age of 35-

40 and 40-45 years, respectively.12-14 Despite the
significant risk-reduction, a risk of developing perito-
neal carcinomatosis (PC) persists. For BRCA1-PV and
BRCA2-PV carriers, the estimated cumulative risk to
develop PC during the 20 years after RRSO is 3.9%
and 1.9%, respectively.10 Currently, it is unclear which
patients are most at risk to develop PC after RRSO.

PCwas thought to derive from the pelvic peritoneum as
secondary Müllerian system. However, signs for a
fallopian tube origin of PC accumulated as the focus
on the fallopian tube epithelium expanded after the
suggestion of the noninvasive serous tubal intra-
epithelial carcinoma (STIC) as precursor for high-
grade serous carcinoma.15,16 In the study by Harm-
sen et al,17 including women with PC after RRSO, STIC
was found in the original RRSO tissue in around 60%.
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As STIC is found in approximately 3% of BRCA-PV carriers
at RRSO, the finding by Harmsen et al is notably higher
than expected, which suggests an association between
STIC and PC later on.17,18 Moreover, the same TP53
mutation was identified in PC and STIC from the same
patient,19 suggesting that an isolated STIC at RRSO in-
creases the risk for developing PC. As STIC lesions are
rather rare, only small series describing the follow-up of
BRCA-PV carriers with STIC have been published.20,21 To
elucidate the risk of PC forBRCA-PV carriers with a STIC at
RRSO, we present a systematic review and Individual
Patient Data Meta-Analysis (IPDMA). IPDMA is especially
useful when analyzing time-to-event outcomes such as
the risk of PC, as hazard ratios (HRs) and risk predictions
can be calculated independent to trial reporting. Fur-
thermore, effect modifiers (intervention-covariate inter-
actions) can be directly assessed.22 In this manuscript, we
use the term STIC, as it is highly recognized by the medical
community. These lesions are alternatively described as
fallopian tube intraepithelial neoplasia or high-grade tubal
intraepithelial lesions, to specifically denote noninvasive
lesions.23

METHODS

The study protocol was submitted at the PROSPERO da-
tabase (CRD42020157451). The article was written con-
forming with the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) statement on
reporting an IPDMA.24 First, unpublished patient data were
collected from three hospitals. Second, a systematic review
was performed to identify eligible studies and to collect
individual patient data (IPD), or, if unavailable, aggregated
data.

Data Collection Part 1: Cohort Study (unpublished data)

We performed a retrospective cohort study in three hos-
pitals: (1) Kaiser Permanente in San Francisco, CA, (2) MD

Anderson in Houston, TX, and (3) Radboud University
Medical Center in Nijmegen, the Netherlands. The medical
ethics committee of Arnhem-Nijmegen (registration num-
ber 2018-4462) provided approval. All women with a
confirmed BRCA1/2-PV who underwent RRSO between
January 2007 and September 2019 (hospital one), 2007
and 2019 (hospital two), and January 1996 and November
2018 (hospital three) were identified. Aberrant P53 and Ki-
67 expression was supportive in case of unclear mor-
phology to diagnose STIC. The histopathologic character-
istics were extracted from pathology reports, using a
standardized form. All tissue slides from hospital three were
revised by a gynecologic pathologist to complete the de-
scription of histopathologic characteristics.

Data Collection Part 2: Systematic Review

(published data)

A search strategy was built to search EMBASE, MEDLINE,
and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials
(CENTRAL; Data Supplement, online only). Included
studies were case-control, cohort, or population-based,
reported the occurrence of PC during follow-up of
women with a BRCA-PV after RRSO, and assessed the
ovaries and fallopian tubes on the presence of carcinoma
and STIC. The identified studies were screened on title/
abstract and subsequently on full-text, both independently
by two authors. Inconsistencies were resolved by discus-
sion and consulting a third author. Data of the included
studies were extracted on a data-extraction form (Data
Supplement). Studies were independently assessed on risk
of bias by two authors (M.P.S. and J. Bogaerts), using a
predefined quality assessment tool for observational cohort
studies.25 Item 7 (“Was the time frame sufficient so that one
could reasonably expect to see an association between
exposure and outcome if it existed?”) was scored as low risk
of bias when the median time frame was 60 months be-
tween RRSO and PC, as the median time to PC was 42-55
months in earlier studies.17,20 The corresponding author of

CONTEXT

Key Objective
Women with a BRCA1/2 pathogenic variant undergo a risk-reducing salpingo-oophorectomy (RRSO) to minimize their

ovarian cancer risk. Despite this surgery, a minority develops peritoneal carcinomatosis (PC). We investigated the risk of
PC in women with and without a serous tubal intraepithelial carcinoma (STIC) at RRSO. We present the largest meta-
analysis thus far with individual patient data of 3,121 women of whom 115 were with STIC.

Knowledge Generated
Women with isolated STIC at RRSO are at increased risk to develop PC compared with women without STIC (hazard ratio,

33.9; 95% CI, 15.6 to 73.9; P , .001). The 5- and 10-year risks of PC are, respectively, 10.5% and 27.5% for women
with STIC versus 0.3% and 0.9% for women without STIC.

Relevance
Women undergoing RRSO should be informed about these risks, and future research should focus on prospective data

collection on STICs, the etiology of PC, and clinical management after STIC diagnosis.
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each individual study was contacted by e-mail minimally
twice to request IPD on a standardized case report form
(Data Supplement).

Outcome Measures

The primary aim was to estimate the HR for the risk of PC
during follow-up between BRCA-PV carriers with and
without STIC at RRSO and the 5- and 10-year risks of PC
after RRSO for these women. Additional analyses were
performed to investigate the risk in women per BRCA-PV
type (BRCA1 v BRCA2), for age at RRSO, with and without
additional staging surgery and/or postoperative chemotherapy.

Statistical Analysis

The primary analysis was based on IPD using a one-stage
Cox proportional-hazards regression with a frailty term
(random intercept) for study. First, the distribution of PCs
was evaluated with Kaplan-Meier plots stratified by STIC
and BRCA-PV type. The amount of data beyond 10 years
after RRSO appeared scarce; therefore, analyses were
performed up and until 10 years after RRSO. There is
evidence that the incidence of PC differs depending on age
at RRSO and type of BRCA-PV.10,17 Recency of RRSO
might also play a role, as in recent years, the STIC detection
may have improved. Therefore, we considered these three
parameters as potential confounders. To investigate
whether the results are not affected by these potential
confounders, we used mixed logistic regression models
with a random intercept for study to investigate the asso-
ciation between the potential confounders and the inci-
dence of STICs. If associated, we evaluated whether they
also were associated with PC risk in the Cox models.

To estimate PC risk at five and 10 years after RRSO, we
used a parametric survival model on the basis of theWeibull
distribution. Parametric models are convenient when ab-
solute (rather than relative) risks for individual subjects
(rather than for subpopulations) are of primary interest as
they result in smooth predicted survival curves.22 A Weibull
model stratified by study did not converge. Instead, we
added a clustering term for the data from the same study, to
have standard errors adjusted for the clustered design of
the data. HRs of the Cox and the Weibull model were
similar.

We used four data sets to evaluate PC risk after STIC at
RRSO. Data set A included all studies with IPD and was
used for the primary analysis. Data set B included only
studies with complete IPD for both women with and without
STIC, as in data set A, some studies had only IPD of women
with STIC available, whereas IPD of women without STIC
were missing. Data sets C and D were partly self-
constructed: individual data were simulated from aggre-
gated data to include also women for whom IPD were not
available. Data of incident cases with STIC and PC were
individually described and thus directly incorporated. Most
aggregated data were from women without STIC and
without PC. To simulate individual follow-up times, we used

the reported follow-up in a normal distribution with as mean
the log-transformed median and as standard deviation the
(log-median minus log-minimum) follow-up divided by 2
(as the maximum follow-up was biased by censoring). The
distribution of the simulated data was compared with the
original aggregated data and fitted very well. Data set D was
a subset of C, including only the studies that described both
women with and without STIC at RRSO. Sensitivity analyses
on data sets B, C, and D used the same models as the
primary analysis (data set A).

Analyses were conducted with the statistical software R.26

The Data Supplement provides additional information on
the used R packages.

Initially, we aimed to adjust for the clustering effect of
studies by formulating a model stratified by (or with a frailty
term for) study with a random effect for the interaction of
STIC by study. However, because of the low number of PCs
and STICs, these models did not converge and we used a
fixed effect for STIC. To evaluate this, we conducted as
sensitivity analysis a two-stage approach where per study
the association of STIC with PC was estimated using a Cox
model with Firth’s penalized likelihood, followed by
random-effects meta-analysis with an REML estimator for
tau and the Hartung-Knapp-Sidik-Jonkman approach.27

RESULTS

Study Selection

A total of 2,151 studies were identified. After title, abstract,
and full-text screening, 15 studies with data of 3,288
women were included. The three unpublished retrospec-
tive cohort studies contained data of an additional 1,466
women. IPD was available for 3,121 women, of whom 115
had a STIC at RRSO. Aggregated data were available for
4,754 women, of whom 122 had a STIC at RRSO (Table 1
and Data Supplement). Figure 1 shows the PRISMA flow
diagram.

Risk-of-Bias Assessment

The Data Supplement provides the risk of bias assessment.
Short duration of follow-up was themost frequent source for
potential bias as this was present in seven of the 15 studies.
There is little to no detection bias in the studies as shown in
the Data Supplement.

Primary IPD Population

The characteristics of the women from whom IPD are
available are described in Table 2. The 115 women with
STIC had a median age (range) of 52 (36-77) years at
RRSO and the 3,006 women without STIC a median age
(range) of 46 (24-80) years (P , .001). Of the women with
STIC, 70.4% harbored a BRCA1, 25.2% a BRCA2, zero a
BRCA1 and 2-PV, and in 4.3% BRCA-PV type was un-
known, whereas these percentages were, respectively,
57.5%, 41.9%, 0.5%, and 0% in women without STIC
(P 5 .003). The tissue was embedded in conformity with
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TABLE 1. Clinical Findings of Individual Studies
Unpublished Data (from retrospective cohort studies)

Institute SEE-FIM Protocol

Total No STIC or Carcinoma Isolated STIC

N n

BRCA-PV (BRCA1/
BRCA2/

BRCA1 1 BRCA2)

Median
Age, years
(range)

Abdominal
Washing

(missing/benign/
atypia/

malignant)

Median Duration
of Follow-Up,
months (range)

PC in
Follow-
Up, No.
(%) n

BRCA-PV (BRCA1/
BRCA2/

BRCA1 1 BRCA2)

Median
Age, Years
(range)

Abdominal
Washing
(missing/
benign/
atypia/

malignant)

Median Duration
of Follow-Up,
months (range)

PC in
Follow-Up,
No. (%)

Kaiser
Permanente

Yes, in 82% of cases 369 362 178/184/0 48 (30-80) NA 45 (4-146) 2 (0.6) 7 5/2/0 55 (43-65) 1/5/1/0 42 (28-67) 0 (0)

MD Anderson Yes, since 2010 491 482 262/220/0 45 (26-77) 35/447/0/0 52 (0-224) 4 (0.8) 9 6/3/0 48 (44-61) 0/9/0/0 46 (4-170) 1 (11.1)

Radboudumc Yes, since 2010 606 593 346/246/1 45 (24-80) 530/63/0/0 86 (1-281) 3 (0.5) 13 10/3/0 59 (48-71) 11/2/0/0 54 (2-229) 3 (21)

Subtotal — 1,466 1,437 786/650/1 565/510/0/0 29 21/8/0 12/16/1/0

Published Data (from systematic review)

First author, year

Carcangiu
et al,28

2006

Unknown 41 39 NA 50 (35-73)c NA 43 (1-145)c 0 (0) 2 2/0/0 NA 0/2/0/0 7 and 38 0 (0)

Powell et al,21

2013
2-3 mmb 13 NA NA NA NA NA NA 13a 10/3/0 54 (43-76) 0/12/0/1 80 (40-143) 1 (7.7)

Reitsma et al,29

2013
Yes, since 2006 299 297 184/113/0 44 (30-72)c 62/235/1/0 5.0 (0-12) yearsc 1 (0.3) 2 0/2/0 50 and 57 2/0/0/0 113 and 62d 1 (50)d

Wethington
et al,30

2013

Yes 375 365 189/186/0 NA NA NA NA 10 5/5/0 48 (39-67) 0/9/0/1 28 (19-34) 0 (0)

Conner et al,31

2014
Yes 12 NA NA NA NA NA NA 12 5/2/0 48 (37-66) 5/6/0/1 6 (, 1-8) years 1 (8.3)

Zakhour et al,32

2016
Yes 246 237 136/96/5 46 (28-79)c NA 63 (12-184)c 3 (1.2) 9 8/1/0 57 (36-76) 1/7/1/0 85 (20-138) 2 (22.2)

Poon et al,33

2016
Yes 70 67 24/43/0 52 (35-73)c NA NA NA 3 2/1/0 52 (49-57) 1/1/1/0 85 (45-108) 0 (0)

Ricciardi et al,34

2017
Yes, since 2009 289 282 150/118/14 47 (31-73)c NA NA 1 (0.4) 7 7/0/0 NA 0/7/0/0 30 (9-84) 0 (0)

Minig et al,35

2018
Yes 352 349 173/166/10 47 (32-75) 0/349/0/0 29 (0-92) 1 (0.3) 3 2/1/0 58 (50-61) 0/2/0/1 26 (11-32) 0 (0)

van der
Hoeven
et al,20

2018

Yes, since 2011 267e 265 146/119/0 46 (30-78) 261/4/1/0 25 (0-193) 0 (0) 2 2/0/0 54 and 58 2/0/0/0 33 and 61 2 (100)

Blok et al,36

2019
Yes, since 2010 515 511 344/165/2 45 (32-78) NA 39 (0-182) 0 (0) 4 3/1/0 54 (46-71) 2/2/0/0 62 (2-136) 2 (50)

Stanciu et al,37

2019
Yes 239 233 119/112/2 46 (30-71) 0/233/0/0 59 (21-128) 1 (0.4) 6 3/3/0 47 (41-62) 0/6/0/0 52 (27-74) 2 (33.3)

(continued on following page)
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TABLE 1. Clinical Findings of Individual Studies (continued)
Unpublished Data (from retrospective cohort studies)

Institute SEE-FIM Protocol

Total No STIC or Carcinoma Isolated STIC

N n

BRCA-PV (BRCA1/
BRCA2/

BRCA1 1 BRCA2)

Median
Age, years
(range)

Abdominal
Washing

(missing/benign/
atypia/

malignant)

Median Duration
of Follow-Up,
months (range)

PC in
Follow-
Up, No.
(%) n

BRCA-PV (BRCA1/
BRCA2/

BRCA1 1 BRCA2)

Median
Age, Years
(range)

Abdominal
Washing
(missing/
benign/
atypia/

malignant)

Median Duration
of Follow-Up,
months (range)

PC in
Follow-Up,
No. (%)

Rush et al,38

2020
2-3 mmb 347 339 172/166/0 46 (28-77) NA NA 1 (0.3) 8 6/2/0 49 (37-65) 0/6/0/2 13 (3-19) years 0 (0)

Gornjec et al,39

2020
Yes 133 130 95/35/0 49 (31-72) 0/130/0/0 81 (0-143) 0 3 3/0/0 53 (45-69) 0/2/0/1 93 (59-93) 0 (0)

Rudaitis et al,40

2020
Yes 90 81 66/14/1 47 (30-70) 21/60/0/0 60 (12-120) 1 (1.2) 9 9/0/0 45 (42-64) 3/6/0/0 74 (37-116)d 0 (0)d

Subtotal — 3,288 3,195 1,789/1,333/34 344/1,011/2/0 93 67/21/0 16/68/2/7

Total — 4,754 4,632 2,548/1,983/35 1,474/2,031/2/0 122 88/29/0 28/84/3/7

Abbreviations: BRCA-PV, BRCA pathogenic variant; NA, not available; PC, peritoneal carcinomatosis; RRSO, risk-reducing salpingo-oophorectomy; SEE-FIM, sectioning and extensively examining the
fimbriated end; STIC, serous tubal intraepithelial carcinoma.

aFour patients were excluded as they were also included in the study of Rush et al38 (with a longer duration of follow-up).
b2-3 mm cuts, no description of longitudinal section of the fimbriated end.
cData of the complete cohort, not only women with benign pathology at RRSO.
dThe individual patient data include an update of the follow-up reported in the initial published report.
eThe individual patient data include an update on PC outcome of the women who underwent surgery since publication (up until April 2021).
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the sectioning and extensively examining the fimbriated
end (SEE-FIM) protocol in 86.8% of the women with STIC
and in 77.2% without STIC (P5 .076). The median (range)
follow-up duration is 52.5 (2-246) months in women with
STIC and 52.5 (0-281) months in women without STIC. In
55 women P53 expression was known, 48 women (87.3%)
had P53 overexpression, six (10.9%) P53 null expression,
and one (1.8%) a wild-type immunohistochemical profile.
Ki-67 expression was normal in four out of 41 women
(9.8%) with known outcome and abnormal in the other 37
women (90.2%). STIC was localized in the fimbriated end
in 87.4%, unifocal in 77.0%, and unilateral in 90.0% of
women from whom these data were available. The median
(range) STIC size was 1.5 (0.1-8.0) mm.

Primary Analysis

Fifteen (13%) of the 115 women with STIC at RRSO de-
veloped PC during a median (range) follow-up of 52.5 (2-
246) months. Of the 3,006 women without identified STIC
at RRSO, a total of 12 (0.4%) developed PC during 52.5 (0-
281) months of follow-up, and 11 (0.4%) when restricting
the follow-up period till 120 months after RRSO. The
median (range) time from RRSO to PC was 48.0 (18-118)
months for women with STIC and 50.8 (18-160) months for
women without STIC at RRSO. No PCs occurred within
18 months after RRSO (Fig 2). The HR for the risk of
developing PC during follow-up was 33.9 (95% CI, 15.6 to
73.9; P , .001) in case of STIC, compared with no STIC at
RRSO.

Studies identified through database
searching (N = 2,945)

S
cr
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E
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ti
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ti
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n

Studies after duplicates removed and
screened on title and abstract (n = 2,151)

Studies screened for eligibility on full-text (n = 180)

No. of studies excluded                               (n = 165)
   Conference abstract
   Wrong outcomes
   Wrong study design
   Language
   Wrong intervention
   No follow-up described
   Duplicate data

(n = 74)
(n = 38)
(n = 23)
(n = 6)
(n = 1)

(n = 21)
(n = 2)

Studies for which IPD were sought (n = 15) 
New retrospective cohort studies (unpublished; n = 3)
Participants                                                     (n = 1,466)

Studies for which aggregate data were available (n = 18)
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  available

For nine studies, only the data on women with STIC were
provided because the study author could not be
reached (n = 6) or data were no longer available (n = 3)
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FIG 1. PRISMA IPD flow diagram to illustrate the study selection process. IPD, individual patient data; STIC, serous tubal intraepithelial
carcinoma.
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TABLE 2. Characteristics of the Women From Whom Individual Patient Data Are Available

Characteristic

Women With STIC (n 5 115)
Women Without STIC or
Carcinoma (n 5 3,006)

PNo., Median %, Range No., Median %, Range

Age at RRSO, years (median/range) 52 36-77 46 24-80 , .001

BRCA-PV type .003

BRCA1 81 70.4 1,729 57.5

BRCA2 29 25.2 1,261 41.9

BRCA1 and 2 0 0 16 0.5

Unknown 5 4.3 0 0

Menopausal status at RRSO .001

Premenopausal 19 16.5 684 22.8

Postmenopausal 35 30.4 496 16.5

Unknown 61 53.1 1,826 60.8

Breast cancer in personal history .726

No 34 29.6 573 19.1

Yes 26 22.6 371 12.3

Unknown 55 47.8 2,062 68.9

Type of pathologist , .001

General 8 7.0 8 0.3

Gynecopathologist 83 72.2 1,745 58.1

Not reported 24 20.9 1,253 41.7

Tissue totally embedded .041

Yes 106 92.2 2,160 71.9

No 0 0 0 0

Unknown 9 7.9 846 28.1

SEE-FIM protocol .076

Yes 97 84.3 2,261 75.2

No 15 13.0 654 21.8

Unknown 3 2.6 91 3.0

Abdominal washing , .001

Normal 33 28.7 1,041 34.6

Abnormal 5 4.3 1 0.0

Not done 77 67.0 1,964 65.3

Immunohistochemistry P53

Wild-type 1 0.9

Overexpression 48 41.7

Null expression 6 5.2

Unknown 60 52.2

Immunohistochemistry Ki-67

Normal 4 3.5

Abnormal (. 10%) 37 32.2

Unknown 74 64.3

Percentage of Ki-67 expression (n 5 14) 40 15-58

(continued on following page)
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Predicted probabilities for PC for women with or without
STIC at RRSO are presented in Figure 3. For women with
STIC, the cumulative risk of PC after 5 years is 10.5% (95%
CI, 6.2 to 17.2) and after 10 years is 27.5% (95%CI, 15.6 to
43.9). For women without STIC, these risks are 0.3% (95%
CI, 0.2 to 0.6) and 0.9% (95% CI, 0.6 to 1.4), respectively.

Secondary Analyses

We evaluated age at RRSO, BRCA-PV type, and recency of
RRSO as potential confounders. Higher age at RRSO (P ,
.001) and BRCA1-PV type (P 5 .016) were positively as-
sociated with presence of STIC, whereas recency of RRSO
was not (P 5 .980). Neither age nor BRCA1-PV was sig-
nificantly associated with PC in a Cox model with STIC, age,
and BRCA-PV type (P 5 .370 and P 5 .064, respectively).
Neither were BRCA-PV type, age at RRSO, and recency of
RRSO significant effect modifiers (P 5 .240, .730, and
.800, respectively). An overview of these analyses is
enclosed in the Data Supplement. Interaction between

positive cytology and STIC could not be evaluated as only
six cases had positive cytology.

Kaplan-Meier plots, stratified by presence of STIC and
BRCA-PV type, for all four data sets are presented in the
Data Supplement. The results of the analyses in the other
data sets were similar to the results of the primary analysis:
the HR to develop PC for women with STIC in IPD from
studies with both STIC classes (data set B, 17 studies) was
49.5 (95% CI, 21.0 to 116.8), in the combined IPD and
aggregated data (data set C, 18 studies) 33.1 (95% CI, 6.4
to 67.1) and in the combined data from studies with both
STIC classes (data set D, 14 studies) 41.5 (95% CI, 19.9 to
86.3). The results on confounding, effect modification, and
risk prediction were also similar to those from the analyses
of the primary data set. The two-stage analysis (to evaluate
the effect of assuming a fixed effect for STIC) resulted in an
HR of 37.4 (95% CI, 16.6 to 83.9; Fig 4). Differences
between the results of aggregated and individual data were

TABLE 2. Characteristics of the Women From Whom Individual Patient Data Are Available (continued)

Characteristic

Women With STIC (n 5 115)
Women Without STIC or
Carcinoma (n 5 3,006)

PNo., Median %, Range No., Median %, Range

Localization

Fimbriae 56 48.7

Proximal tube 8 7.0

Unknown 51 44.4

Focality

Unifocal 40 34.8

Multifocal 12 10.4

Unknown 63 54.8

No. of lesions (n 5 52) 1 1-6

Laterality

Unilateral 54 47.0

Bilateral 6 5.2

Unknown 55 47.9

Size (mm) (n 5 28) 1.5 0.1-8.0

Staging surgery

Complete 11 9.6

Partial 17 14.8

No staging 75 65.2

Unknown 12 10.4

Chemotherapy

Yes 11 9.6

No 96 83.5

Unknown 8 7.0

Duration of follow-up in months (median/range) 52.5 2-246 52.5 0-281

Abbreviations: BRCA-PV BRCA pathogenic variant; RRSO risk-reducing salpingo-oophorectomy; SEE-FIM sectioning and extensively examining the
fimbriated end; STIC serous tubal intraepithelial carcinoma.
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not significant (P 5 .678), and the heterogeneity between
studies was low (maximum 20%).

Abdominal washing was known to be performed in 1,080
women of whom 38 had a STIC at RRSO. One of the 1,041
women without STIC demonstrated atypical cells in the
abdominal washing, none had malignant cells. In the 38
women with STIC, one had atypical cells and four had
malignant cells. The one woman with STIC and atypical
cells did not undergo additional staging surgery, but re-
ceived chemotherapy. These data were unknown for the
woman without STIC with atypical cells in cytology. All four
women with malignant cells underwent additional staging
surgery and three of them also received chemotherapy.
None of the six women with abnormal cytology developed
PC during a follow-up of 58.5 (11-246) months.

Data on the performance of secondary staging surgery were
available for 103 women (89.6%) with STIC. In 28 women
(27.2%), a partial or complete staging surgery was con-
ducted. Neither invasive cancer nor PC was diagnosed
during 59.6 (11-245) months of follow-up.

Of 107 women (93.0%) with STIC, we had IPD regarding
adjuvant chemotherapy after STIC diagnosis and 11 (10.3%)
received chemotherapy. They had a median age of 50 (43-
66) years; four carried a BRCA1-PV and five women also
underwent additional staging surgery. One patient received
monotherapy with platinum-based chemotherapy; the other
10 patients were treated with a combination of platinum and
paclitaxel-based chemotherapy. The median number of
cycles was 6 (range, 2-6). None of these 11 women de-
veloped PC during 96.0 (25.0-245.9) months of follow-up.
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FIG 2. Kaplan-Meier plot to visualize the occurrence of peritoneal carcinomatosis after RRSO. RRSO, risk-
reducing salpingo-oophorectomy, STIC, serous tubal intraepithelial carcinoma.
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DISCUSSION

Our systematic review and IPDMA showed an increased
risk of PC in BRCA1/2-PV carriers with a STIC at RRSO. The
HR for developing PC in women with STIC is 33.9 (95% CI,
15.6 to 73.9), P , .001) compared with women without
STIC. The 5- and 10-year risks to develop PC after RRSO
are 10.5% (95% CI, 6.2 to 17.2) and 27.5% (95% CI, 15.6
to 43.9) for women with STIC, respectively, compared with
0.3% (95%CI, 0.2 to 0.6) and 0.9% (95%CI, 0.6 to 1.4) for
women without STIC at RRSO. None of the women with
STIC who underwent additional staging surgery (n5 28) or
chemotherapy (n 5 11) developed PC, but the data re-
garding additional treatment are insufficient for clinical
recommendations.

The association between STIC at RRSO and subsequent
PCs is described in several studies with PC incidences
differing between 0 and 50%.20,21,28-41 These differences
are most likely explained by the small sample sizes of 2-13
STICs per study. However, these disparities were also found
between the two earlier systematic reviews that described a
PC risk of 4.5% and 11%, respectively.20,42 The variation in
duration of follow-up after RRSO, ranging from a few
months to several years, might also be explaining these
differences. Therefore, we conducted a meta-analysis on
the basis of IPD to account for differences in follow-up and
to study effects of patient characteristics. It was formerly
thought that higher age at RRSO formed a risk factor to
develop PC.17 In our analyses, age at RRSO was indeed
clearly associated with the incidence of STIC at RRSO, but
when STIC was found, age at RRSO was no longer a risk
factor to develop PC. This is important for counseling these
patients in clinical practice.12 Thus, women who underwent
RRSO beyond the current guideline age, for example,

because they discovered their BRCA-PV at later age, without
STIC at pathologic assessment, have a much lower risk to
develop PC than formerly assumed (0.9%; 95% CI, 0.6 to
1.4) at 10 years compared with the formerly assumed 3.9%
for BRCA1 and 1.9% for BRCA2-PV carriers).10 However,
the odds of finding a STIC increases with increasing age;
thus, the recommendation remains to undergo RRSO within
the current guideline age. It also supports early salpingec-
tomy after completion of childbearing as is currently in-
vestigated in ongoing trials (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier:
NCT04294927, ISRCTN 25173360, and ClinicalTrials.gov
identifier: NCT04251052).

Despite the high HR, the etiology of the association be-
tween STIC and PC is not completely clear. The association
is mainly supported by the findings of identical TP53
mutations in isolated STIC and PC by Blok et al.36 One can
imagine that PC might develop upon shedding of (pre)in-
vasive cells throughout the abdomen before or at RRSO. If
PC develops upon shedding of invasive cells, cases with
isolated STIC are actually cases with missed invasive
carcinomas. However, if these cases were mainly missed
invasive carcinomas at RRSO, it is to be expected that the
PC would occur relatively early after RRSO. As the median
duration between isolated STIC and PC was 48.0 (18-118)
months, accompanied by the fact that none of the PCs
occurred within 18 months after RRSO, it seems unlikely
that the isolated STICs were misdiagnosed invasive carci-
nomas. In only 28 cases, additional staging surgery was
performed; moreover, it is unknown whether additional
(deeper) slides of the fallopian tubes were reviewed by the
pathologist after diagnosing the isolated STIC lesion. Both
measures would lower the chance of missing an invasive
carcinoma. In the case that preinvasive cells were shed
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FIG 4. Forest plot to visualize the two-stage analysis. HR, hazard ratio; PC, peritoneal carcinomatosis; STIC, serous tubal intraepithelial carcinoma.
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throughout the abdomen, these cells might take years
before developing into widespread PC. According to the
evolutionary analyses by Labidi-Galy et al,43 a time span of
seven years is expected between STIC and development
into invasive high-grade serous carcinoma. There are also
distinct, more complex hypotheses on ovarian cancer
development after STIC. For example, the theory in which
areas of morphologically normal but genetically mutated
cells are present in the fallopian tube and peritoneum.
These fields of cells with genomic instability are then at
increased risk to develop into STIC or invasive cancer (ie,
tubal cancer or PC). In this hypothesis, STIC is a signal of a
broader ongoing oncogenetic process instead of the pri-
mary source of cancer. The etiology of PC is not yet clar-
ified, but on the basis of current literature, it is unlikely that
PCs are actually missed invasive carcinomas at RRSO.

This IPDMA contains follow-up data from the largest cohort
of participants with STIC diagnosed at RRSO. The IPDMA
method is most suitable for investigating this issue because
of the infrequent prevalence of STIC, which is about 3% in
the BRCA-PV population.18 Moreover, the usage of IPD
enables the adjustment for potential confounders and du-
ration of follow-up. Our results are robust as results of in-
dividual studies were highly consistent and strengthened by
the fact that a similar effect was found with a different
analysis method (two-stage analysis), when aggregated data
of studies without IPD were used, and when studies with IPD
only on women with STIC were excluded. Although we re-
ported the greatest number of STIC cases, the groups per
study were relatively small and therefore, some bias by small
study effect cannot completely be excluded. However, the
results are very clear as 15 PCs occurred in 115 women with
isolated STIC, whereas only 18 PCs occurred among 3,006
women without STIC. Reporting and publication bias might
also be of influence, an effect we tried to minimize by
searching in gray literature, requesting updates of follow-up,
and by including three cohorts with unpublished data.
Detection bias cannot be completely excluded, although we
expect a minimal influence because the majority of STIC
diagnoses were independent of PC diagnoses. A potential
variability in pathologic assessment and STIC definition
might introduce heterogeneity between studies, although
the STIC definition was highly similar in the included studies.

The most important direct clinical implication is the in-
creased knowledge on PC risk after RRSO, which should be
used to postoperatively inform patients when discussing the
pathology reports. This is important for both women with
STIC, as for women without STIC since their risk for PC is
lower than formerly communicated. Moreover, this em-
phasizes the importance of adherence to the SEE-FIM

protocol and structural assessment by an experienced
pathologist to minimize the chance of missing a STIC. The
magnitude of the absolute cancer risk at 5 and 10 years
after RRSOmay support the ESGO guideline, which advises
to consider staging surgery in case of a STIC.44 On the
contrary, the hypothesis of PCs being misdiagnosed cases
of invasive malignancies is not the most plausible one.
Chemotherapy to lower the PC risk is yet another point of
discussion, for which current literature is insufficient. The
11 cases with STIC whom received chemotherapy did not
develop PC, but because of the low number of cases, a
conclusion cannot be drawn. However, in the five studies
with the 11 patients who received chemotherapy, in each
study, a minority of women received chemotherapy after
STIC diagnosis. In four patients, this was probably because
of the positive abdominal washings; in the other seven
patients, it might be due to a subjective higher risk of PC, for
example, age at RRSO, or histopathologic characteristics of
the STIC itself. In that case, the data are suggestive of a
positive effect of chemotherapy on PC risk during follow-up,
but more prospective data should be available before of-
fering this treatment, as it has significant side effects. For
less toxicity, PARP inhibitors might be considered, although
current data are also too limited to provide recommenda-
tions. The data of our current study are a base to investigate
these issues, and international collaboration to set up a
large multicenter consortium study with long follow-up is
urgently needed. Currently, objective measures are un-
available to determine which women with STIC are among
the women who develop PC. Moreover, as the etiology of PC
development is not yet elucidated, the effect of staging and/
or chemotherapy on preventing PC is unknown. Future
research should be directed at clarifying the etiology of PC
after STIC in, for example, the microenvironment of the
peritoneum. Moreover, research should be aimed at the
histopathologic characteristics of the STIC itself: is it pos-
sible to identify women with a higher risk of PC by assessing
the STIC on histopathologic characteristics such as size,
localization, and molecular or immunohistochemical pro-
file? Perhaps, digital pathology combined with artificial
intelligence could be applied to this question.45

To conclude, BRCA1/2-PV carriers with STIC at RRSO are
at increased risk of PC (HR, 33.9; 95% CI, 15.6 to 73.9;
P, .001). This risk increases over time up to 27.5% (95%
CI, 15.6 to 43.9) after 10 years, whereas the corresponding
risk is only 0.9% (95% CI, 0.6 to 1.4) for women without
STIC at RRSO. It is important that women are informed
about this increased risk, and future research should focus
on prospective data collection on STICs, PC etiology, and
clinical management after STIC diagnosis.
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